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ABSTRACT: We present a static and picosecond X-ray absorption
study at the Cu K-edge of bis(2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)-
copper(I) ([Cu(dmp)2]

+; dmp = 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthro-
line) dissolved in acetonitrile and dichloromethane. The steady-
state photoluminescence spectra in dichloromethane and acetoni-
trile are also presented and show a shift to longer wavelengths for
the latter, which points to a stronger stabilization of the excited
complex. The fine structure features of the static and transient X-ray
spectra allow an unambiguous assignment of the electronic and
geometric structure of the molecule in both its ground and excited
3MLCT states. Importantly, the transient spectra are remarkably
similar for both solvents, and the spectral changes can be
rationalized using the optimized ground- and excited-state
structures of the complex. The proposed assignment of the lifetime shortening of the excited state in donor solvents
(acetonitrile) to a metal-centered exciplex is not corroborated here. Molecular dynamics simulations confirm the lack of
complexation; however, in both solvents the molecules come close to the metal but undergo rapid exchange with the bulk. The
shortening of the lifetime of the title complex and nine additional related complexes can be rationalized by the decrease in the
3MLCT energy. Deviations from this trend may be explained by means of the effects of the dihedral angle between the ligand
planes, the solvent, and the 3MLCT-1MLCT energy gap.

■ INTRODUCTION

The role of the solvent in driving, hindering, or modifying the
outcome of reactions is of fundamental importance for
chemistry. With the advent of ultrafast spectroscopy, a wide
range of studies, typically in the optical or infrared spectral
ranges, have been carried out aimed at describing the initial
solvent response for the simplest unimolecular process, a
photoinduced charge redistribution in the solute.1−3 These
studies of solvation dynamics have delivered, with the help of
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, detailed insight into the
mechanistic aspects of the solvent rearrangements; however,
they are not capable of retrieving the structure of the solvation
shell.
In contrast, the study of the solvent structure around small,

typically atomic solutes in the ground state has been performed
for several decades using static X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) and X-ray scattering,4 which can directly deliver bond
distances and coordination numbers of the solvation shell. In

particular for XAS, the X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) features are probes of the local structure around
the solute, while the pre-edge features correspond to atomic
transitions from the core levels of the absorbing atom to the
valence orbitals and, as a consequence, they contain rich
information about the electronic structure of the solute. Recent
progress in this area has culminated in the advent of time-
resolved XAS with pico- and femtosecond temporal reso-
lution,5−8 making it possible to probe the solvent response with
structural sensitivity on the sub-picosecond time scale.9

For larger molecules, the XA spectrum of a fully coordinated
atom will, in general, not show a solvent effect, even if its
photophysical and photochemical properties are solvent-
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dependent. This is because the XAS spectral features are
dominated by the influence of the ligands and any changes to
the valence and continuum wave functions induced by the
solvent will not dramatically alter the transition probability with
the core levels, as might be expected for valence spectroscopy.
In addition, the disordered solvent will have a Debye−Waller
factor much larger than that of the ligands, further reducing its
influence. In contrast, for peripheral atoms, the XAS spectrum
should exhibit signatures of the solvent environment because
they are directly exposed to the latter. This was clear in our
recent study of a rhenium carbonyl diimine complex, where the
Re L3-edge exhibited no solvent effect, while in contrast for the
Br K-edge a clear solvent dependence was observed because the
Br ligand is directly exposed to the environment.10 A similar
effect was also recently reported for a diplatinum complex using
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) MD
simulations.11

Photoexcitation can induce structural changes in a molecule
such that some of its atoms may become exposed to the
solvent. A case in point, much discussed in the literature, are
the Cu-phenanthroline complexes,12−16 and, in particular,
bis(2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)copper(I) ([Cu-
(dmp)2]

+; dmp = 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline). In the
ground state (Figure 1a), this complex adopts a pseudote-

trahedral geometry with the two ligands being orthogonal.17

Upon excitation into the lowest singlet metal-to-ligand-charge-

transfer (MLCT) state, the oxidation state of copper becomes
Cu(II), and a flattening of the complex (Figure 1b) occurs
because the copper d9 electronic configuration is susceptible to
Jahn−Teller distortions. Using ultrafast absorption and
emission spectroscopy, Chen et al.18,19 and Tahara et al.20,21

reported that for excitation of the 1MLCT states of [Cu-
(dmp)2]

+ the lowest 3MLCT state is populated in ∼8 ps,
subsequent to fast internal conversion (IC) and intersystem
crossing (ISC). Although these studies demonstrated that the
solvent has little effect on the early time dynamics, McMillin
and coworkers reported, following extensive characterization,12

that the emission lifetime (summarized in Tables 1 and S1) is
significantly shortened in donating solvents (i.e., those behaving
as Lewis bases), such as acetonitrile (MeCN) (∼2 ns), ethylene
glycol,18 or tetrahydrofuran (<10 ns),22 compared with
nondonating solvents, such as dichloromethane (DCM) and
toluene, for which the lifetime is ∼100 ns.23 They attributed
this quenching to complexation of a solvent molecule to
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ that most likely occurs at the metal center. The
interaction between the Cu(II) atom and the electron-rich
donor molecule is thought to stabilize the excited state relative
to the ground state, reducing the energy gap and therefore
increasing the rate of nonradiative decay.24 This would imply
that the redder the emission, the shorter the lifetime, a trend
that seemed verified in the case of [Cu(dmp)2]

+. Further
supporting these conclusions were studies on some related
complexes with bulkier ligands (see Table 1 and Figure S8 in
the Supporting Information (SI)), which are supposed to
prevent exciplex formation22,25,26 and therefore reduce the
quenching of the luminescence. However, these trends are far
from clear in terms of donating solvents or emission
wavelength. In particular, complexes such as [Cu(phen)2]

+

and [Cu(detp)2]
+ exhibit even shorter lifetimes in the tens of

picoseconds in MeCN and hundreds of picoseconds in DCM.27

Although [Cu(detp)2]
+ has bulkier ligands, its shortened

lifetime was still attributed to complexation at the metal atom
by Chen et al.28 In addition, [Cu(dbp)2]

+ exhibits a lifetime

Figure 1. DFT (B3LYP)-optimized geometry of the ground state (a)
and lowest triplet state (b) of [Cu(dmp)2]

+.

Table 1. Room-Temperature Solvent-Dependent Excited-State Lifetimes (τ) and Emission Wavelengths of a Series of Cu−
Phenanthroline Complexesa

acetonitrile dichloromethane tetrahydrofuran

complex τ (ns) λmax
em (nm) τ (ns) λmax

em (nm) τ (ns) λmax
em (nm)

[Cu(dmp)2]
+ 1.6b 700c 90c 690c <10d,c 700c

[Cu(dnpp)2]
+ 100c 685c 260c 665c 140c 675c

[Cu(dpp)2]
+ 120e 740e 270e 720e 190e 730e

[Cu(tfp)2]
+ 165f

[Cu(dmdp)2]
+ 80f

[Cu(dbp)2]
+ 35c (35e) 690c (730e) 150c (150e) 670c (715e) 50c (50e) 680c (725e)

[Cu(dbtmp)2]
+ 440e 690e 920e 670e 630e 670e

[Cu(tpp)2]
+ 230g 745g

[Cu(dpdmp)2]
+ 310e 720e

[Cu(dbdmp)2]
+ 145e 710e

[Cu(dptmp)2]
+ 260e 735e 480e 715e 350e 725e

[Cu(detp)2]
+ 0.014h 0.20h

[Cu(phen)2]
+ 0.016h 0.14h

ε DNi ε DNi ε DNi

35.70 14 8.93 1 7.43 20

aDielectric constant (ε) and the donor number (DN); that is, the quantitative measure of Lewis basicity of the solvents. The ligand structures are
shown in Figure S8 in the SI. All measurements were performed at room temperature and used the PF6 counterion. bRef 18 cRef 22 dLifetime of
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ in tetrahydrofuran has not been directly measured because, like acetonitrile, it is significantly quenched. The value quoted is an upper
limit based on the temporal resolution of the experimental apparatus used in ref 22. eRef 25 fRef 15 gRef 30 hRef 28 ikcal mol−1.
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shortening of a factor of five in donating solvents, while
[Cu(dbtmp)2]

+, which has the same ligands in the important
2,9 positions (Figures S8 and S9), exhibits a much smaller
quenching.
To verify the hypothesis of exciplex formation, Chen et

al.19,32 used picosecond Cu K-edge XAS to investigate the
excited-state structure of [Cu(dmp)2]

+ in acetonitrile and
toluene. Prior to this, it had been shown that the 1s → 4p
feature of the Cu K-edge spectrum is a sensitive probe of the
coordination.33 In fact, for normalized spectra, this transition is
expected to be approximately twice as large in tetracoordinated
complexes compared with pentacoordinated ones. Chen et al.
observed such a loss of intensity for the excited complex and
concluded that the Cu atom was pentacoordinated in both
MeCN and toluene. In later studies,34,35 the same authors
modeled the exciplex structure to fit the ground-state and
transient XANES spectra. They reported that the best fit of the
excited state spectrum is obtained for a model including one
MeCN molecule coordinated to the copper. The nitrogen of
this MeCN was only 2.0 Å from the copper atom, which places
it closer than the nitrogens of the phenanthroline ligands and
points to the formation of a strong exciplex at the metal center,
expected to live the lifetime of the excited state. Despite this,
the XAS spectra in refs 19 and 32 appear remarkably similar for
both solvents, and a DFT geometry optimization of [Cu-
(dmp)2]

+···HCN reported that the acetonitrile nitrogen is more
than 3.0 Å away from the copper.19

Thus, there is so far no clear evidence that an exciplex is
formed at the metal center. Therefore, in this work we present
and analyze the steady-state optical spectra of [Cu(dmp)2]

+ in
MeCN and DCM and also its steady-state and picosecond X-
ray absorption spectra. Because of the recently implemented
high repetition rate scheme for picosecond XAS,36 we achieve a
high signal-to-noise ratio that reveals fine details of the excited-
state structure. We provide a concise and detailed description of
the electronic and molecular structure using the finite difference
method near-edge structure (FDMNES) approach37 and time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) adapted for
core-hole excitations38−40 to assign the features in the pre-edge
and XANES region. We also investigate the influence of the
solvent on the excited complex using classical molecular
dynamics (CMD) and QM/MM MD simulations.41−43 Our
experimental results and their analysis do not support the
hypothesis of exciplex formation at the metal center. Rather we
conclude that the lifetime shortening is related to a relatively
weak interaction between the solvent and metal complex. As a
consequence of the magnitude of the interaction, this solvent
molecule close to the metal rapidly exchanges between the first
solvation shell and the bulk. Despite its weak nature, this
interaction reduces on average the energy gap between the
ground and 3MLCT states but also with the lowest 1MLCT,
influencing the amount of spin mixing between these two states
and therefore the emission quantum efficiency from the
3MLCT state.
The experimental procedure for the static and picosecond

XAS experiments has already been described in refs 36 and 44
and is presented, along with the computational details, in the
SI.

■ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Steady-State Optical Luminescence. Figure 2 shows the

steady-state absorption and emission spectra of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in

MeCN and DCM. The absorption spectrum exhibits, as

previously reported,18,21 a main peak around 450 nm,
corresponding to the S0→S3 transition, and a shoulder at
longer wavelengths corresponding to the S0→S1 and S2
transitions.17 The spectra for the two solvents are almost
identical with the spectrum in MeCN being slightly blue-shifted
with respect to that in DCM.
The emission spectra exhibit one principal band centered

around 700 nm due to emission from the 3MLCT state. In
addition, emission from the 1MLCT state weakly contributes at
slightly shorter wavelengths45 but is indistinguishable from the
primary 3MLCT emission. The spectra exhibit a ∼15 nm (∼40
meV) shift to longer wavelengths in MeCN compared with
DCM, in agreement with ref 45. This shift is relatively small,
considering the two-order magnitude reduction of the photo-
luminescence lifetime,12−14 but it does point to a better solvent
stabilization of the 3MLCT state in MeCN compared with
DCM.

Static and Picosecond X-ray Absorption Spectrosco-
py. Figure 3a (black line) shows the edge region of the Cu K-
edge absorption spectrum of the complex in acetonitrile, with
features labeled A−D. The complete spectrum is shown in
Figure S1 in the SI. The XANES region closely resembles that
reported by Chen et al.,19 who assigned the B band to the 1s→
4p transition, based on ref 33. The weak feature, labeled A,
which appears just below 8.98 keV, was also observed by Chen
et al.19,32 but was not attributed. The C and D features are
above the ionization potential (IP) and are therefore multiple
scattering structural features.
The transient signal in MeCN at a time delay of 50 ps for

[Cu(dmp)2]
+ solvated is also shown in Figure 3a. It reflects a

number of distinct changes between the ground and excited
states of the complex. In particular, a weak positive feature
appears at 8.976 keV, which was previously assigned to a
quadrupole 1s→3d transition into the hole in the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) created by photo-
excitation.32 At higher energies there are strong negative and
positive features in the region of the A to D features. The
transient signals in MeCN and DCM are very similar, as can be
seen in Figure 3b, and, importantly, the loss of intensity of the
B band, which was previously taken as evidence of exciplex
formation,19,32 is identical in MeCN (red) and DCM (blue).
Below, we demonstrate that this intensity loss can be
interpreted in terms of the oxidation shift and can therefore
not be due to pentacoordination of the metal atom. This is

Figure 2. Normalized steady-state absorption and emission spectra of
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ dissolved in MeCN (red) and DCM (blue).
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confirmed later in the analysis of the transient spectra. Time
scans of the largest transient feature (8.985 keV) for both
MeCN and DCM are presented in Figure S2 in the SI. They
show that the excited-state lifetimes for both solvents agree
with the optical kinetic studies of the 3MLCT state.19 In
addition, Figure S3 in the SI shows that the transient spectra in
MeCN at 50 ps and 1 ns are identical and therefore no
significant structural changes around the metal occur in this
time window.

■ ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRUM
In the following sections, we will analyze the molecular and
electronic structure of the ground state before moving to the
analysis of the transient X-ray absorption features. Finally, we
present classical and QM/MM MD simulations that shed light
on the solvent’s structural dynamics and its role in quenching
the luminescence lifetime.
Ground State. Molecular Structure. We used the DFT

(B3LYP)-derived geometry of ground state [Cu(dmp)2]
+ and

optimized the structure to fit the EXAFS spectrum using the
IFEFFIT package.46 The model includes eight fitting
parameters: the amplitude reduction factor (S0

2), the IP (E0),
ΔRCu−N, ΔRCu−C1, ΔRCu−C2, σCu−N

2 , σCu−C1
2 , and σCu−C2

2 . ΔRx−y
denotes the distance changes of the single scattering paths from
the Cu to the closest carbons and nitrogens with respect to the
starting geometry. σx−y

2 denotes the variance of the scattering
path length.
The experimental and best-fit EXAFS spectra, in both k- and

R-space, are shown in Figure 4. The values for E0 and S0
2

extracted from the fit are −1.0 (±2.7) eV and 0.72 (±0.21),
respectively. These parameters have large uncertainties that are
generally encountered when many correlated scattering paths of
similar distances contribute to the same region in R space.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the EXAFS analysis, as well
as those from the DFT and QM/MM calculations. It shows
that the Cu−N bond length is 2.03 Å, close to the value from
X-ray crystallography.47,48

This structure can be further assessed by simulating the
resonances in the XANES region of the spectrum. Figure 5
compares the experimental XANES spectrum with the

Figure 3. (a) Static (black) and transient (red, at 50 ps) Cu K-edge XANES spectra of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in acetonitrile. (b) Transient XANES spectrum

(at 50 ps) of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in acetonitrile (red) and dichloromethane (blue). In all cases the transient spectra have been normalized to the largest

difference.

Figure 4. (a) Experimental (black) and simulated (red) χ(k) spectra weighted by k2 (b) and associated pseudoradial distribution function of
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ in acetonitrile. The k-space range shown corresponds to the energy range of 9.01 to 9.37 keV.

Table 2. Structural Parameters of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in Both the

Ground and 3MLCT States Extracted from the Methods
Presented Hereina

DFT EXAFS fit QM/MM

R (Å) R (Å) σ2 (Å2) R (Å)

Cu−N (Å) GS 2.09 2.03 0.02 2.04 ± 0.08
3MLCT 2.01 2.01 ± 0.08

∠
(deg)

∠
(deg)

∠
(deg)

N−Cu−N (deg) GS 81.27 83.67 83.50 ± 2.77
3MLCT 83.17 84.31 ± 2.59

dmp-Cu-dmp GS 89.75 89.75 88.9 ± 6.64
3MLCT 71.44 69.2 ± 7.9

aAngles were fixed because the EXAFS region is not sensitive to
angles.
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absorption cross section calculated using a free form potential
solved by the finite difference method within the FDMNES
package.37 The latter reproduces all of the features of the
experimental spectrum and is in good agreement with the
calculations of ref 34. Further understanding of the XANES
resonances, which becomes important for the analysis of the
transient spectrum, is provided by a shell-by-shell simulation49

that consists of gradually increasing the number of atoms in the
complex around the copper atom. The results are shown in
Figure S4 in the SI, and they show that the C resonance
(∼8.995 keV) is already present when including only the
copper, nitrogens, and closest carbon atoms into the simulation,
demonstrating that it is not strongly influenced by the entire
ligand environment. In contrast, the A and D features require
the latter to be complete. The B feature (∼8.985 keV), which
plays a central role in the transient spectrum, is clearly visible
upon addition of the second shell; however, its position is red-
shifted when including the full ligand, in agreement with the
analysis of Kau et al.33

Electronic Structure. We now investigate the electronic
structure of the complex in the pre-edge and edge regions using
TD-DFT adapted for core-hole excitations, as described in the
SI. Figure 6 zooms into the edge region of the spectrum, with

the features labeled A and B, corresponding to those of Figure
3a. The simulated spectrum is shown in red. It has been shifted
by 5.5 eV to match the experiment and broadened with a
Lorentzian function of 1.89 eV width to account for the core-
hole lifetime.50

Overall, the agreement between the two spectra is good.
Tables S2 and S3 in the SI, which highlights the excitation
character (i.e., the sum of singly excited determinants) of the
relevant states, shows that the A feature is dominated by
transitions into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) and LUMO+1 orbitals. These, for which the
LUMO is shown in the lower inset in Figure 6, are comprised
principally of electron density located on the ligand atoms,
∼97% (Tables S2 and S3 in the SI). This explains its weak
intensity, and, in fact, the transition draws its oscillator strength
via a small amount of mixing with the Cu 4p orbitals.
In contrast, the B feature corresponds to the excitations into

molecular orbitals, which due to their proximity to the
continuum are rather diffuse (Figure 6, upper inset), but
contains a larger 4p (dipole-allowed) contribution. In fact,
Tables S2 and S3 in the SI show that the important molecular
orbitals for this transition contain ∼11% Cu 4p density. In
addition, the diffuse nature of the molecular orbitals, which is in
agreement with the analysis using the shell-by-shell simulation
(Figure S4 in the SI), confirms previous assignments33 that this
feature is a sensitive probe of the bonding environment.

Excited State. Having characterized the ground-state
spectrum, we now turn to the 3MLCT state. Upon MLCT
excitation, Cu(I) becomes Cu(II), which results in a blue shift
of the edge in the excited state spectrum. To some extent it is
possible to isolate this change by approximating the transient
spectrum as an energy-shifted ground-state spectrum minus the
original ground-state spectrum, and throughout the following
text we refer to it as the shif ted dif ference spectrum. This will
clearly not give any structural information, but it is useful in
characterizing the extent to which the changes in the transient
spectrum can be attributed to the oxidation shift. Figure 7a
shows the experimental transient and shif ted dif ference
spectrum, for which we have applied a 3 eV shift in accordance
with the chemical shift derived by electrolysis.32 The two
difference spectra are normalized to the signal at 8.984 keV.
The agreement between them is rather good given the
simplicity of the analysis, showing that to a large extent the
changes therein can be associated with the oxidation state
change of the copper center. This is not entirely surprising
because although the dihedral angle between the planes of the
two dmp ligands is reduced by ∼25° in the 3MLCT states, the
changes in the bond lengths are small (Table 2). In particular
and important in the context of this present work, Figure 7a
shows that the agreement for the lower resonances, which form
the pre-edge (A and B) features, is very good, suggesting that
these changes are not associated with the copper atom
becoming pentacoordinated.
For a more detailed interpretation, we concentrate on the

pre-edge and edge regions, which are the most important in
view of the previous interpretations.19,32 Figure 7b compares
the experimental transient (a zoom of Figure 3a) at 50 ps and
the TD-DFT calculated transient, that is, the triplet minus the
ground-state spectrum. The features present in the exper-
imental transient are reproduced in terms of both energy and
relative intensity. In particular, the positive A′ feature arises, as
expected, from a transition into the electron hole at the
HOMO created by photoexcitation (Table S4 in the SI).

Figure 5. Experimental (black) and simulated using FDMNES (red)
XANES spectrum for the ground state of [Cu(dmp)2]

+.

Figure 6. Pre-edge region of the spectrum (black) and the calculated
spectrum using TD-DFT (red) with a 1.89 eV Lorentzian broadening
(see Tables S2 and S3). Inset are the molecular orbitals for the
transition with the largest oscillator strengths for two features. The
calculated spectrum has been shifted by 5.5 eV to match the
experimental spectrum.
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Because the HOMO is dominated by the Cu 3d-character,
∼60% (see Table S6 in the SI), this feature has previously been
attributed to a 1s→3d quadrupole transition.32,51 However,
although the 3d orbitals give the largest contribution, there is a
small contribution from the 4p density, which slightly increases
upon the symmetry breaking structural changes in the 3MLCT
state (Tables S3, S5, and S6 in the SI). As a consequence, this
transition arises due to the dipole component, which is typically
three orders of magnitude stronger than the corresponding
quadrupole moment.52,53

The loss of the B feature, which was used as evidence of the
exciplex formation,19,32 is very well described by the simulation,
even though the latter does not include the solvent. Just as for
the shifted difference spectrum (Figure 7a), the loss of features
A and B are associated with the blue shift due to the oxidation
state change of the metal center. In the calculation, this is
manifested by a lowering of the copper 1s orbital energy from
8.990 to 8.993 keV, as shown in Figure S5 in the SI. To further
demonstrate the role of the oxidation shift, Figure S6 in the SI
shows the calculated spectrum for the ground state and 3MLCT
state at the ground state (perpendicular) and the flattened
geometry. This shows that in the energy range of Figure 7b
(8.970 to 8.987 keV), using either the perpendicular or
flattened geometry for the 3MLCT state will yield almost

identical transient spectra; consequently, the changes primarily
originate from the change of oxidation state (Cu(I) to Cu(II)).
Finally, concerning the above-ionization resonances, which

carry geometric information, Figure 7a shows, as previously
mentioned, that these features can also to a certain extent be
accounted for by the oxidation shift. However, there are
deviations, particularly just above 8.99 keV, that are a
consequence of the changes in the dmp-Cu-dmp dihedral
angle in the 3MLCT state to which the XANES region is
sensitive. Simulations of the transient spectrum, using the
DFT(B3LYP) optimized ground and 3MLCT state geometries,
were unable to account for these features. However, given that
the transient spectra in MeCN and DCM are the same (Figure
3b), these deviations cannot be due to the solvent, and we
attribute this to the approximations made in the phenomeno-
logical broadening, used to account for many body effects,
which we discuss in more detail below.

■ MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

From the above, we can conclude that, if at all present,
complexation with a solvent molecule at the metal atom is not
visible on the transient XAS spectra. Therefore, solvent
quenching of the photoluminescence must have another
explanation. To investigate this further, we present hereafter

Figure 7. (a) Transient XANES spectrum of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ dissolved in acetonitrile at 50 ps (black) and the shifted difference (red) of (ground state

spectrum + 3 eV) minus ground state spectrum. (b) Simulated pre-edge transient spectrum (red, singlet minus triplet) using TD-DFT in comparison
with the experimental transient (black). Inset is the molecular orbital for the transitions with the largest oscillator strengths for A′ (see also Tables S4
to S6).

Figure 8. Classical MD trajectories simulations of: (a) Cu−Cl and Cu−H radial distribution functions for the ground and 3MLCT states of
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ in DCM and (b) Cu−NMeCN and Cu−HMeCN radial distribution functions for the ground and 3MLCT states of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ dissolved

in MeCN. The insets show a zoom of the R < 5.0 Å region.
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CMD and QM/MMMD simulations of the ground and excited
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ in DCM and MeCN.
Figure 8a shows the radial distribution functions (RDFs)

obtained by CMD of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in DCM for both the

ground and lowest 3MLCT states. The ground-state Cu−ClDCM
distribution exhibits a peak centered around 5 Å, followed by a
second broader solvent shell between 6.5 and 9 Å. While this
second peak remains unchanged in the 3MLCT state, the first
peak is lost and the distribution spreads to shorter distances. A
similar behavior is also observed for the Cu−NMeCN
distributions of [Cu(dmp)2]

+ in MeCN (Figure 8b), except
that the first peak is more distinct, in both cases pointing to a
more ordered first solvation shell. The insets of Figure 8a,b
zoom into the 3.0 Å < R < 5.0 Å regions of the RDF and show
that whereas the Cu−NMeCN and the Cu−ClDCM probabilities at
short range are very similar for the ground-state complex, there
is a larger probability at shorter distances for the former in the
3MLCT state. Importantly, regarding the previous assignment
of exciplex formation in the excited state, the residence time for
solvent molecules at R < 5 Å from the metal center, calculated
using the method described in ref 54, was found to be 100 fs for
both solvents, indicating that no exciplex is formed.
To investigate this aspect further, we use QM/MM MD to

visualize the solvent molecules that come close to the complex.
Figure 9a shows the Cu−NMeCN distance for the MeCN
molecules, which comes within 5.0 Å from the copper atom
during the last 2.5 ps trajectory of the QM/MM MD
simulation. This shows, in close agreement with the CMD
simulations, that solvent molecules come to between ∼3.5 and
4.0 Å of the copper, with only four events of closest encounter
having a residence time of ∼100−200 fs. While statistical
sampling from these simulations requires further trajectories,
the latter show that although solvent molecules approach the
copper atom, no bound exciplex is observed, confirming the
analysis of the classical MD and the transient XAS (Figure 3).
Figure 9b shows that in DCM the Cu−ClDCM distances for the
complex dissolved in DCM are typically larger (>4.0 Å) than
those in MeCN, but these differences are due to the relative
size of the two atoms (i.e., N and Cl).
The combination of CMD and QM/MM MD simulations

presented in Figure 9 provides only information about the
distance between the copper atom and the solvent molecules
and confirms, in agreement with our transient XAS, that no
exciplex is formed. To rationalize the quenching of the excited
state, we must consider the electrostatic interaction energy
between [Cu(dmp)2]

+ and nearby (<5.0 Å) solvent molecules.
Here the QM/MM MD simulations show that this increases by

∼0.3 eV between the ground and 3MLCT of [Cu(dmp)2]
+

dissolved in MeCN, consistent with the more open structure
due to the Jahn−Teller distortion of the complex. In contrast
the electrostatic interaction energy with DCM increases by only
0.17 eV. This demonstrates, consistent with the emission data
of refs 22 and 25 that a solvent interaction exists for both
donating and nondonating solvents, but that in agreement with
the fluorescence quenching and electron-donating properties,
this effect, and therefore the solvent stabilization, is larger for
the former.

■ DISCUSSION
The above results demonstrate that: (i) The emission spectrum
of [Cu(dmp)2]

+ dissolved in MeCN is slightly (∼40 meV) red-
shifted in comparison with DCM, pointing to a solvent
stabilization of the lowest 3MLCT state. (ii) The transient X-
ray absorption spectra of [Cu(dmp)2]

+ are identical in MeCN
and DCM solvents. For the former, they are also identical at 50
ps and 1 ns time delays. This rules out the formation of a
pentacoordinated copper atom in the excited state, which was
postulated for MeCN. (iii) Simulations of the experimental
signals achieve good agreement with both the ground and
transient spectra in the pre-edge and edge regions, using only
the optimized geometry for the two states of interest without
including the solvent.
We now discuss the optical emission spectra and the static

and picosecond X-ray absorption spectra, paying particular
attention to their implications on the structure, dynamics, and
the effect of the solvent.

Molecular Structure. Table 2 summarizes the important
structural parameters from this work. The DFT (B3LYP)
optimized geometry of the ground state yields a Cu−N distance
slightly larger than that of the EXAFS fit, which itself is in close
agreement with the Cu−N bond distance extracted from the
QM/MM MD trajectory. Importantly, the latter two are
supported by the agreement between the experimental and
simulated XANES spectra and the structure obtained by X-ray
diffraction.47,55 The N−Cu−N angle and the dihedral (flat-
tening) between the dmp planes are found to be ∼83.5 and
89.75°, respectively, and are in agreement with the previous
analysis of Chen et al.19

Upon photoexcitation and the subsequent ultrafast relaxation
into the lowest 3MLCT state, we observe (using the DFT-
optimized geometry) a contraction of the Cu−N bond by 0.08
Å, consistent with the removal of a dπ anti-bonding electron
from the metal atom. The bond length of 2.0 Å agrees with the
QM/MM MD but is smaller than the Cu−N distance reported

Figure 9. QM/MM MD of the lowest 3MLCT state of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in (a) MeCN (Cu−NMeCN distance) and (b) DCM (Cu−ClDCM). Each color

represents a different solvent molecule that comes closer than 5 Å to the Cu.
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from the EXAFS fit of refs 19 and 32. However, in these cases,
the bond distances were extracted using the excited-state
EXAFS spectrum. This is a significant challenge due to
limitations in signal-to-noise ratio, and, as a consequence,
structural determination is prone to large uncertainties. The
contraction of the Cu−N bond length induces a slight
expansion of the N−Cu−N angle, which in the 3MLCT state
increases by ∼2° to reach ∼83°.
Finally, the average value for the flattening angle (dmp-Cu-

dmp) extracted from the DFT-optimized structure is similar to
that obtained from the QM/MM MD and is ∼71°. This
reduction plays an important role in the excited-state dynamics
and the photoluminescence because it affects the magnitude of
the spin orbit coupling. The angle presented here is ∼10°
smaller than that reported by Chen et al.19 but agrees with the
flattening angle, which accounted for the blue shift in the
excited state absorption spectrum in ref 18.
X-ray Absorption Features. Concerning the spectral

features of the ground state K-edge spectra, extensive
characterization of a variety of copper-containing com-
plexes33,56−58 has led to a detailed understanding of the
ground-state spectrum. Our spectrum is in good agreement
with these and previous studies of [Cu(dmp)2]

+.19,32,59 The
TD-DFT simulations demonstrate, in agreement with these
previous works, that the well-studied B feature predominately
draws intensity from mixing with the 4p orbitals. In addition,
our spectrum also exhibits a second, lower energy pre-edge
feature, which, using TD-DFT, we are able to assign it to
transitions into the LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals.
The higher energy features, C and D, are above the edge.

Feature D is, as demonstrated by the MS shell-by-shell analysis
(Figure S4 in the SI), strongly influenced by the ligand
structure farthest from the copper atom and bears many
similarities to the resonances observed at the Fe K edge of
[Fe(bpy)]2+.60 Although the agreement between experiment
and theory for this feature is satisfactory, it is not as good as
that for the lower energy features (Figure 6). In addition,
simulations of the transient spectra, for which the Cu oxidation
state is 2+, were unable to achieve a good agreement with
experiment for the above ionization resonances in the range of
the C and D features. These deviations likely originate from the
description of many-body effects, accounted for using a
phenomenological approach. It is interesting to note that
Chaboy et al.61 recently reported that these features in Cu(II)
spectra are heavily influenced by multielectronic configurations
and, in particular, are only correctly described only when two
absorption channels are incorporated into the calculation.
However, they used the MT approximation, which, as shown by
Smolentsev et al.,34,35 represents a significant approximation for
this complex. We do not rule out multielectronic effects as a
possible explanation for the deviation between the experiment
and theory, but this is beyond the scope of the present work.
Turning to the excited state, the present transient XAS

spectrum exhibits more details than previously reported,34,35

primarily because of our high-repetition-rate pump−probe data
acquisition scheme.36 In the pre-edge region, we observe a
relatively weak positive feature at ∼8.977 keV, which
corresponds to a transition into the hole, created by
photoexcitation, in the HOMO. This has been previously
assigned as a 1s→3d transition.32,51 This is supported by the
fact that the important molecular orbital (see Tables S3, S5,
and S6 in the SI) is dominated by Cu 3d density; however,
there is a small amount of mixing between the 4p and 3d

orbitals, and owing to the strength of dipole moments
compared with quadrupole moments, the dipole contribution
dominates. The previously described A and B features show up
as negative features in the transient spectrum. Importantly, we
demonstrate (Figure 7a) that these arise from the oxidation
shift of the Cu atom (∼3 eV) and are not due to the formation
of a pentacoordinated Cu atom. In summary, the X-ray
absorption spectra of the excited complex in both solvents do
not bear signatures of an exciplex formation reported in refs 19
and 32.

Lifetime Quenching and the Solvent Effect. Given that
the fluorescence quenching is not due to the formation of a
metal-centered exciplex, as previously reported, we must seek
an alternative explanation. Toward this goal it is informative to
consider a larger class of related complexes, presented in Table
1. These show, besides the solvent effect, distinct intra-
molecular effects,62 as seen from the relative lifetimes of the
different complexes in the same solvent. (See Figure S8 in the
SI for the structures.) The luminescence properties of the Cu-
phenanthrolines have previously been described in terms of a
three-level system including emission from both the lowest
1MLCT and 3MLCT states, which are separated by ∼1800
cm−1.63 The 1MLCT state of [Cu(dmp)2]

+ has a fluorescence
lifetime of ∼13−16 ps;45 therefore , the overall lifetime is
determined by the longer lived 3MLCT state, which borrows
intensity via the spin coupling with the 1MLCT state. The
relationship between the fluorescence lifetime and the 3MLCT
emission energy is demonstrated in Figure 10a, which shows
the expected exponential behavior as a function of the energy
gap between the ground and 3MLCT states.24 Interestingly,
although the majority of the complexes closely follow this
curve, there are three distinct outliers: [Cu(dpp)2]

+, [Cu-
(dpdmp)2]

+, and [Cu(tpp)2]
+. The first has a shorter lifetime

than expected, while the latter two have a longer lifetime. The
behavior of these complexes can be understood in terms of
dihedral flattening of the emitting state and the energy gap
between the 1MLCT and 3MLCT states. The optimized
geometry of the 3MLCT state of [Cu(dpp)2]

+ has a dihedral
angle between the ligand planes of ∼82°, while for the latter
two it is ∼62°, compared with ∼70−75° for most of the
complexes. (See Table S10 in the SI). Siddique et al.45 have
reported that the spin−orbit coupling between the
1MLCT−3MLCT decreases as a function of the dihedral
angle; therefore, for small dihedral angles, the intensity
borrowing from the 1MLCT will be large, and the
phosphorescence lifetime is shortened. In contrast, for larger
dihedral angles, this mixing is smaller, leading to longer lifetime.
In addition, the efficiency of spin mixing between the two
charge transfer states will also depend on the inverse of the
energy gap between them,45 and, as demonstrated in Table S11
in the SI, this gap is particularly small for [Cu(dpp)2]

+, in
contrast with the other Cu-phenanthrolines complexes. This
will further increase the spin mixing between the two states and
therefore the phosphorescence rate.
In terms of the solvent contribution, our CMD and QM/

MM MD simulations of the solvent shell structure do not show
evidence of exciplex formation in either DCM and MeCN.
There is a small probability of solvent molecules coming to
within 3.5 to 4 Å the copper atom, and the distance is smaller in
MeCN. The residence time at the closest distance is between
∼100−200 fs before returning to the bulk. These QM/MM
MD simulations have shown that a [Cu(dmp)2]

+···solvent
interaction exists for both donating and nondonating solvents;
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however, its increase (between the ground and 3MLCT states)
is ∼0.13 eV larger for MeCN than for DCM. This is in
agreement with the interaction energy, and resulting excited-
state stabilization found using an geometry-optimized [Cu-
(dmp)2]

+··· CH3CN adduct (Figure 10b). Plotting this energy
gap (1.55 eV) and associated experimental lifetime on the
exponential decay curve, shown in the inset in Figure 10a, we
observe that this stabilization largely accounts for the
quenching of the lifetime. The potential energy curves obtained
by varying the Cu−NMeCN distance, shown in Figure 10b,
demonstrate that the minimum of the potential in the 3MLCT
state occurs around 4.2 Å; therefore, because the complex is on
the repulsive part of the potential when Cu−NMeCN = 3.5 Å, it
is not stable, and as demonstrated in the QM/MM MD
simulations, the residence time of this complex would be
expected to be small.
Finally, it is interesting to note that for our calculation of the

energy gap excluding the solvent, the experimental lifetime lies
just above the exponential curve (Figure 10a), while for the
[Cu(dmp)2]

+ + solvent model it lies below it. This is because
although the solvent molecule reduces the energy gap between

the ground and 3MLCT states, it also slightly reduces the gap
between the 3MLCT and 1MLCT states, especially when Cu−
NMeCN < 4.0 Å (Figure 10b). This will increase the mixing
between the states, as previously discussed for [Cu(dpp)2]

+,
and therefore increase the phosphorescence rate. Although this
is a rather fine effect, its influence could be important when
considering the solvent quenching for related complexes.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The present study aimed at shedding new light into the solvent
effect on the photoluminescence quenching of excited [Cu-
(dmp)2]

+ by means of static and time-resolved XAS, with a
detailed theoretical analysis. Contrary to previous claims, the
excited-state XAS spectra do not show evidence of the exciplex
formation at the metal center that was invoked to explain the
luminescence quenching. This is confirmed using MD
simulations, which indicate only a weak interaction between
the Cu and the solvent, as shown by the distance between the
two, which is ∼3.5 to 4 Å. The strength of this interaction is
comparable to a weak hydrogen bond and therefore, it
undergoes rapid exchanges with the bulk solvent.
We have rationalized the lifetimes and solvent-dependent

quenching of [Cu(dmp)2]
+ in terms of the energy gap between

the ground and 3MLCT states. The lifetime also depends on
the spin−orbit-coupling, which itself is affected by the dihedral
angle, and on the energy gap between the 1MLCT and 3MLCT
states, and while its effect for this present complex is relatively
small, it will likely have an important role for related Cu-
phenanthrolines.
The picture that emergnes for Cu-phenanthrolines is that

whereas previous modifications of the complex have focused on
the substitution of bulky ligands to protect the metal center
from interaction with the solvent species in the 3MLCT state, it
is important to bear in mind that these modifications affect the
torsional motion of the complex. This motion reduces the
spin−orbit coupling and therefore the mixing of the 1MLCT
and 3MLCT states, which lengthens the lifetime of the 3MLCT
state.
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